Family Spotlight: Guatemala to Pittsburgh

We are the Sanchez family! Carlos (dad), Maria (mom), Carlos A. (PM4's), Santiago (PM3's) and Emma (10 months).

Carlos and I are from Guatemala and moved to Columbus, Ohio where young Carlos was born in June of 2009. When he was one week old, we moved once again to Cincinnati, Ohio so dad could continue his cardiology training; and in the summer of 2010, our family welcomed a little boy and Carlos’ best buddy, Santiago. After three wonderful years in Cincinnati, we moved to Pittsburgh and we couldn't be happier. It is a beautiful city with tons of things to do and very welcoming people. We also became a family of five when we welcomed Emma, who was born last December.

We feel very blessed to be part of The Children's School. Carlos is a child who loves learning new things, always asking how things work and WHY. He really enjoys the time at school were he gets to explore and learn new things. After all the stories and all the things Carlos shared with us at home about school, Santiago couldn't wait for his turn to be part of The Children's School. He is learning so much and is eager to learn more and more. They both come to school with the biggest smiles and we love the family time when they share all of what they did at school that day. For that we are very thankful and blessed!
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3’s Friends: Sahil C., Asher G., Jackie L., Roxie L., and Phoebe M.
4’s Friends: Andres F., Tripp F., Minseo K., Minwoo L., and Jane S.
Kindergarten Friends: Mae B., Boden M., and Lexi S.